Identification and characterization of a suppressor T cell hybridoma specifically inducible by L-glutamic acid60-L-alanine30-L-tyrosine10 (GAT).
In vitro activation of naive spleen cells from C57BL/10 mice with GAT and the monoclonal GAT-TsF1, 372B3.5, followed by fusion with BW5147 resulted in generation of a hybridoma that fails to produce GAT-TsF constitutively, but upon reexposure to GAT and 372B3.5 is induced to secrete GAT-TsF2. The induction is GAT specific and requires de novo RNA, protein synthesis, and DNA synthesis. Although both GAT and 372B3.5 are required for induction, they may be added sequentially, provided the GAT is added first. The GAT-TsF produced by the induced cell is antigen specific and composed of two polypeptide chains: one capable of binding antigen, the other bearing determinants encoded by the I-J region of the MHC. The utility of this inducible GAT-TsF2 cell line for molecular biology and other studies is discussed.